
What are the facts?
Review of history: The Arabs have launched four major

wars against Israel, at the end of which Israel remained
in possession of all the lands west of the Jordan River, the
undivided city of Jerusalem, the vast Sinai, the Golan
Heights and the Gaza Strip. In what was in all likelihood
a major act of folly, but in order to attain peace with
Egypt, Israel returned the Sinai to Egypt. But the peace
with Egypt is the coldest imaginable. 

Thus, having been unable to
defeat Israel in war and unable
to wear it down by their
“intifadas,” the Arabs had to
think up something new in
order to destroy Israel. And
they did indeed come up with
something. According to the
late and unlamented Yasser Arafat, the most important
weapon of the Arabs is the “Arab womb,” the motto being:
“If we can’t defeat them in war, let’s outbreed them.” And
that is exactly what would happen if there ever were a
“binational” state. There can be little doubt that, within a
generation or less, the Arabs would have outbred their
Jewish fellow citizens and would have become the
majority in the country. They would thus have
accomplished what they were unable to attain by any
other means, namely the destruction of the Jewish state.

Artificial countries: With the exception of Egypt, all
the countries of the Middle East are artificial creations.
After World War I, England and France carved up the
Ottoman Empire, with England retaining what are now
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel and Iraq, and France being
in possession of what are now Syria and Lebanon.

In 1917, the Balfour Declaration, proclaimed by the
British mandatory power, established all of Palestine –
east and west of the Jordan River – as the reconstituted
homeland for the Jewish people. This was ratified by the
52 countries of the League of Nations. Insistence that
these are Arab lands and that the Jews are “occupiers” is

a notion that is fairly new. But it has been repeated so
often and for so long that most of the world has come to
believe it. But it has no basis in fact at all. It is a myth.

If Israel were ever to consent to the creation of a
binational state, how would it work out? To get the
answer, one only needs to go next door to Lebanon. In
order to provide a safe haven for the Maronite Christians,
the French carved out the artificial state of Lebanon.
Within just one generation, the population ratio had

begun to change in favor of the
Muslims. Strife broke out,
which ultimately culminated
in a bloody civil war that lasted
for close to ten years and in
which scores of thousands
died. Can anybody really
believe that, given the mortal

hatred of the Muslims against the Jews, things would be
any different in Israel/Palestine? Of course not! A bloody
civil war would be the inevitable result.

Created as a Jewish state: Israel was created as a
Jewish state by the will of the nations of the world and by
the brain and brawn of the Jewish people. There is no
reason why the Israelis would turn their country over to
those who are their declared mortal enemies. Do the
Turks plan to establish a binational state with the Kurds
(or do the Iranians or Iraqis, for that matter)? Do the
Spaniards consider a binational state with the Basques?
Do the Chinese propose the formation of a binational
state with the Tibetans? Of course not. Why, therefore,
should Israel even consider sharing its country with
those whose never-changing agenda is its destruction?
Why should Israel, one of the most advanced countries
in the world in virtually every field of endeavor, make
itself hostage to those who live in backwardness and
ignorance and who are guided by religious fanaticism?
Israel was founded to be the Jewish homeland and it will
never acquiesce to its own destruction by allowing itself
to become a binational state.
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You deserve a factual look at . . .

“One Land for Two Peoples”
Is it a solution to the Arab/Israeli conflict or a recipe for disaster?
For decades, the declared thrust of the Palestinians has been their desire of having their own state – in Judea/Samaria
(the “West Bank”) and in the Gaza Strip. Now, a new idea has taken hold and is propagated in national media: 
a binational state, encompassing those territories and “Israel proper.” The slogan is “One Land for Two Peoples.”

A binational state is a non-starter and, realistically, a Palestinian state in any portion of Judea/Samaria and Gaza (even
in the unlikely case that the Israelis were ever willing to concede it) would not be viable. What then is the possible
solution to this enduring problem? The Palestinians, just as the over one million Arabs now living in Israel with full
rights as citizens, could be part of Israel, with full autonomy and with their own internal governance (something that
the Kurds would give anything to attain). If they were unhappy with that solution they would be at liberty to migrate
to any of the over twenty Arab countries that, one would hope, would welcome them with open arms.

“The Palestinians, just as the over 
one million Arabs now living in Israel

with full rights as citizens, could be part
of Israel, with full autonomy and with

their own internal governance…”
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